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Online AWS Training sessions at ZERO COST
VINSYS, an ISO 9001:2015 certified individual and corporate training provider, is going to
organize AWS week 2020 from 4th to 8th May 2020. This is a set of online AWS Training
sessions that VINSYS is offering to all the learners and innovators at free of cost.
The Schedule of this AWS Week is mentioned below.
Day 1 - Getting Started with the AWS Cloud Essentials: 90 Min: 4th May 2020: 6.30 pm to
9.00 pm
This class starts with the fundamentals of cloud computing and how a cloud strategy can
help you meet your business objectives. It explores the advantages of cloud computing and
covers the AWS core services such as Compute, Storage, Database, and Network.
Day 2 - AWS Technical Essential Day: 5 Hrs. : 5th May 2020: 10 am to 3.00 pm
Learn about the foundations of getting started at the AWS Cloud. You'll learn about the AWS
Cloud architecture and services in the Compute, Storage, Database, Networking, and
Security categories. You can build and validate an overall understanding of the AWS Cloud
and help advance your skills.
Day 3 - Introduction to Machine Learning and the ML Pipeline: 90 Mins: 6th May 2020:
11.00 am to 12.30 pm
What is Machine Learning? How can Machine Learning solve business problems? When is it
appropriate to use an ML model? What are the phases of an ML pipeline? Join us for an
overview of the concepts, terminology, and processes of the exciting field of machine
learning!
Day 4 - Introduction to Amazon SageMaker: 90 Mins: 7th May 2020: 11.00 am to 12.30 pm
Know how Amazon SageMaker mitigates the core challenges of implementing a machine
learning pipeline. We’ll talk about how SageMaker notebooks and instances help power
your ML workloads and review the key Amazon SageMaker features for dataset labeling,
data visualization, built-in algorithms, model training/tuning, and deployment.
Day 5 - Strategies and Tools for Large-Scale Migrations: 90 Mins: 8th May 2020: 03.00 pm to
04.30 pm

Take a plunge into AWS's strategy and best practices for performing large-scale migrations.
Synthesized from AWS's experience of helping hundreds of enterprise customers move to
the cloud, you'll learn proven techniques that make migration successful and tools that will
accelerate your migration journey to the cloud.

For registration and more details please visit@ https://www.vinsys.com/aws-weekregistration
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